We generalize a somewhat weakened form of the the cyclic surgery theorem to a wider class of knot-like groups.
Introduction
We will say that (G; H) is knot like if it satis es the following conditions:
G is a nitely generated group H is a subgroup of G and H = Z Z H maps onto the abelianization of G which is Z.
Let G be a knot like group. Given an element 2 H let G( ) be the quotient of G obtained by killing ; clearly G( ) = G( ?1 ): In this paper we study the question of when G( ) is cyclic.
De nition 1.1 An element in H is a cyclic class if G( ) is cyclic.
This question arises in the theory of Dehn surgery on 3-manifolds where G is the fundamental group of a 3-manifold M with boundary a torus T: Then G = 1 (M) and H = 1 (T): The Cyclic Surgery
Theorem CGLS] gives a good answer when M is not Seifert bered: there are at most 3 distinct pairs 1 which give a cyclic G( ). In fact the Cyclic Surgery Theorem says rather more. Let <; > be a skew symmetric integer valued pairing of determinant 1 on H, then if G( ) and G( ) are both cyclic then ( ; ) = j < ; > j 1: De nition 1.2 We say that (G; H) has property NCIS if G cannot be expressed as a graph of groups with H in a vertex group. We say that (G; H) has property NCIS ? if there is no sequence in Hom(G; SL 2 C) which blows up but is bounded on H:
For example if a knot complement contains No Closed Incompressible Surface then its fundamental group has property NCIS. We will see in section 2 that NCIS imples NCIS ? and also explain the meaning of the term \blows up".
The set R(G) = Hom(G; SL 2 C) is an a ne algebraic set, let R 0 be a component (in the sense of algebraic sets) of R(G). If in the convex hull of f p; q; rg are these points and the origin. Furthermore for all primitive for which G( ) has no non-cyclic representation in R 0 then 2 fp q; q r; r pg: Addendum 1.5 (to 1.3) Suppose in addition to the hypotheses of the theorem that 0 may be chosen so that for every 6 = 0 2 H that trace( 0 ) 6 = 2: Then there are only nitely many primitive 2 H such that G( ) does not have a cyclic representation in R 0 :
The techniques used to prove the Cyclic Surgery Theorem are part algebraic and part 3-manifold topology. We have extracted and substantially modi ed the algebraic argument to obtain information about a more general class of groups. The technique is to study representations of G in SL 2 C and reduce the question to one about divisibility properties of integer polynomials in 2 variables. These questions are resolved using \geometry of numbers" type arguments based on elementary estimates involving complex roots of unity. Here are some examples of knot like groups:
1. is not a cyclic class but a computer calculation reveals that there is no non-cyclic representation into SL 2 C of the knot group which kills this class. (3) Let (G; H) be the fundamental group of a (hyperbolic knot,boundary torus) containing no nonboundary parallel closed incompressible surface and take G 0 = G H (Z Z) where the amalgamation map H ?! Z Z is an isomorphism onto n(Z Z) for some positive integer n: Let H 0 be the image of the Z Z subgroup in the amalgamated product. Then (G 0 ; H 0 ) is knot like, and if 2 H is a cyclic class for (G; H) and if 2 H 0 and if is a multiple of then is a cyclic class for (G 0 ; H 0 ):
This shows that the hypothesis in theorem (1.3) that the cyclic classes be primitive is necessary. (4) Let (G; H) be as in the preceeding example and let K be a perfect group then set G 0 = G K and let H 0 be the group generated by f ; g where ; generated H and ; 2 K commute. It follows that there is a sequence of irreducible representations n 2 R 0 which converge to ab : Fix a generating set 1 ; 2 ; ; k of G and choose A n 2 SL 2 C such that 0 n = A n n A ?1 n has the following properties: 0 n jH is diagonal for n large the o -diagonal entries of 0 n ( i ) have modulus at most 1 for 1 i k there is i n such that one of the o diagonal entries of 0 n ( in ) has modulus 1. Then choose a subsequence n k such that 0 n k ( i ) converges for each i: Since R 0 is closed in the classical topology, the subsequence n k converges to a representation red in R 0 : Since the normal closure of H is G it follows that red does not kill H therefore there is h 2 H such that (h) 6 = I: Also red ( in ) is not diagonal so red has non-cyclic image. Recall that a subset A of C n is constructible if either A is nite or A = B ?C where B is an a ne algebraic set, and C is a constructible set of smaller dimension than A:
We now show that the set C = ev(R 0 ) is constructible. Let U be the algebraic subset of R 0 of representations which are upper triangular on H: Then C = ev(U) because R 0 is a Zariski open subset of R(G) and is therefore closed under conjugacy. Now evjU is given by a coordinate projection namely take the top left entries from the matrices ( ); ( ): Coordinate projection is a polynomial map, and the image of an a ne algebraic subset under a polynomial map is a constructible set.
It follows that the closure of C is an a ne algebraic set C: If dim C C = 0 then C consists of nitely many points. In this case our methods give no information. If dim C C = 1 or 2 then C contains a constructible subset of (complex) dimension 1: In what follows we will work with a 1-dimensional constructible subset of C, which we also denote by C:
Thus C = C ? F where F is a nite subset of C. We claim that if G has property NCIS ? then F is contained in C 0 0 C. This follows in a standard way from the Culler-Shalen theory CS1 2.2.1]. Brie y if x 2 F ? (C 0 0 C) then there is a sequence n 2 R 0 with lim n!1 ev( n ) = x: Then n must blow up ie there is 2 G with trace( n ) ! 1 otherwise we could conjugate n to obtain a subsequence which converges to a representation with ev( ) = x giving a contradiction see CL]. One obtains from the sequence n via Bass-Serre theory an action without edge inversions of G on a simplicial tree and this gives a graph of groups decomposition of G: Since n jH has bounded trace, H is contained in a conjugate of a vertex group, contradicting property NCIS ? for G: Proposition 2. 
Odd Cyclic classes
From now all the cyclic classes that we consider are primitive. In this section we assume that there is an odd cyclic class, and we choose a basis ; of H so that is an odd cyclic class and is even.
We will consider the case of even cyclic classes later. From corollary (2.7) it follows that A( ; 1) = a: b ( ? 1) 
The following is the main algebraic result that we need. 8) combining (7) and (8) Proof. Since s is odd addendum (3.4) now implies that c = 0 also. This contradicts proposition (2.7).
Even Cyclic Classes
Throughout this section we will assume that is an even primitive cyclic class, and we extend lemma (3.5) to the case that is even. Proof. Let be chosen so that f ; g is a basis of H, thus is odd since is even. Since is a cyclic class by corollary (2.6) = 1 =) = 1; 0: Now by lemma (2.4) Now there is a representation which is parabolic on H say = 1 for this representation. Then 0 = a 2 , which we saw above was impossible. Hence c 1 6 = 0 and the proof of 4.1 is complete.
Proofs of Main results
Proof of Theorem (1.3). By lemmas (3.5) and (4.1) = p q with q 1 mod p thus q = np 1: We may suppose that was chosen so that < ; >= 1: Then take = n then = p 1 thus < ; >= 1 and < ; >= 1 as asserted. i : The intersection of any two distinct strips S i \ S j is a parallelogram P: The boundary of P consists of segments of L i ; L j and we classify P into one of 3 types as follows: (I) there are 2 lattice points in @P and these are vertices of P (II) there are 4 lattice points in @P and these are vertices of P (III) there are 8 lattice points in @P and these are the vertices and midpoints of sides of @P We now show that these are the only possibilities. First since P is symmetric through the origin, there must be an even number of lattice points in @P: Now L i must meet L j in at least a pair a of lattice points by the hypothesis (2) of (5.1). Furthermore, if there is a lattice point in the interior of the side e (contained in L i say) of @P then this lattice point must lie on L 0 j (by hypothesis (3) of 5.1) and therefore is the midpoint of e. Since one of the ends of e is a lattice point, the other end of Proof. We claim that S 3 contains a vertex of @P: Otherwise S 3 meets only 2 of the sides e of @P and therefore e contains a lattice point p 2 L 3 \ e in its interior thus P is type (III) which is a contradiction. Let b be the pair of vertices of P which are not lattice points. 
Figure 10 If B( ; ) = 0 then = 0; 1 everywhere on R 0 which contradicts the hypothesis on 0 in the addendum. Thus we may suppose that B( ; ) 6 = 0 and so the right hand side contains a term p q for some q n and p 1 and therefore jnj degree A( ; )]:
Remark
The fundamental group of the trefoil knot has A( ; ) = 6 + 1 and as remarked in example (1) there are in nitely many cyclic classes, this corresponds to the case B( ; ) = 0 in the above proof.
Questions
Is there a universal bound on the number of primitive cyclic quotients of a knot like group satsfying the hypotheses of the addendum?. In the case of the fundamental group of a knot, there is a stringent condition placed on the A polynomial by the condition that the volume form is exact, see CCGLS]. Does this condition give a universal bound for these groups?.
